
Richard Dawson is the diminutive Geordie troubadour whose moving songs have been described as 
state-of-the-nation addresses, even — or perhaps especially — when he’s singing about pre-medieval 
peasants.  
    
Circle are the genre-straddling pioneers of The New Wave Of Finnish Heavy Metal, known for wearing 
spandex or dead fish onstage and singing in a made-up language.  
  
Together they are… RICHARD DAWSON & CIRCLE!  
  
Their epic joint record, Henki, might seem a departure to those who are most familiar with Dawson 
from recent solo albums like 2017’s Peasant and 2020 (released in 2019). In fact, Henki fits comfortably 
into the bigger picture of two acts who have always strived for uninhibited originality.   
  
Alongside his song-rooted work, Dawson has produced screes of drone music under the pseudonym 
Eyeballs and, more recently, 64 albums of lo-fi lockdown ambience with partner Sally Pilkington as 
Bulbils. Hen Ogledd, the band in which he plays bass alongside Sally, Dawn Bothwell and avant-harpist 
Rhodri Davies, has evolved from itchy improv duo to delightful “wonky pop” band. Here and elsewhere 
Dawson’s output has taken gleeful inspiration from sources as diverse as hyperpop star Hannah 
Diamond, abstract rockers Mr Bungle, Diana Ross, The Watersons and the all-seeing Sun Ra.   
  
Circle are equally broadminded. Since forming in 1991, they have built an unrivalled catalogue which 
runs the gamut from “experimental puppet theatre music” to “arena-storming weirdness”. Their music 
has drawn from — but is never confined to — psychedelia, jazz, ambient, prog, soft rock, hypno-rock 
and countless further fusions. As the famous quote goes, Circle are “the world’s greatest band - in every 
category”.  
  
One of Dawson’s earliest encounters with Circle came when they supported Acid Mothers Temple at 
The Cumberland Arms in Byker. “I was one of the talkers at the bar,” he laments. “I was a young lad 
and I didn’t know better.” A few years later, the penny dropped when Dawson heard his then-housemate 
enjoying Circle’s Tower album. He soon became obsessed: “I realised what an incredible band they are, 
incorporating so much of what I was interested in, from the metal side to the more shamanistic nature 
music.”  
  
After hitting it off on Twitter, Dawson was thrilled when invited to accompany Circle for their set at 
Helsinki’s Sideways Festival in 2019: “It was like being a teenager and suddenly being asked to go 
onstage with Iron Maiden. That’s how important this band are to me. When I was twelve or thirteen, I 
made a cardboard guitar and would pretend I was Dave Murray, doing all the moves and smiling at the 
imaginary crowd. It’s the same feeling with Circle, except it’s actually real!”  
  
As for recording Henki together, the album was assembled from two mammoth recording sessions in 
Pori. When the pandemic struck, the rest had to be completed remotely. “After lockdown, I was able to 
finish my lyrics faster than I thought I would, because all my gigs were cancelled, which was a HUGE 
relief,” notes Dawson dryly.  
  
While it is influenced, in part, by Iron Maiden and other heavy bands, Henki does not sound like any 
metal album you will have heard before. For one thing, few metal albums are filled with songs about 
plants.  
  
For Dawson, the appeal of metal lies in what he calls its “hidden bits”: the melodies, the duelling guitars, 
the harmonies, the sense of fantasy... He compares this to the world of science fiction literature: “I’ve 
sometimes found that I’m not quite satisfied by the sentences in SF, not always but sometimes.... but 
the ideas and the spirit to go there just buoys you along, because where else do you find that mental 
bravery? I feel like heavy metal doesn’t get its due for its adventurous qualities. It can be boyish and 
naïve, but it also has that dreaming quality.”  
  



Circle’s favourite metal bands include Manilla Road, Voivod, Wytch Hazel, and Jesters Of Destiny 
whose singer, Bruce Duff, has also recorded with Circle. “I believe you can hear all of these in Henki,” 
says bassist Jussi Lehtisalo, “if not musically, then at least in the spirit!” Henki, it ought to be noted, 
means “spirit” in Finnish.  
  
It was guitarist Janne Westerlund who suggested Henki’s music should be less straightforward and more 
“like a plant”. Dawson’s lyrics are often similar to plants anyway, he explains: “They are very sure of 
what they’re about, yet full of irregularities and unexpected details, and still they have an identifiable 
form. When you look at a spruce, you can easily tell it’s a spruce, even though each tree and their 
branches have grown differently. So this led to the idea that the music should have a similar feel to it: 
an organic growth within a certain shape. And why wouldn’t, then, the lyrics deal with plants?”  
  
The idea got Dawson thinking: “There is something about plants which taps into a different sense of 
time and a different rhythm. I thought that was an interesting route in, or framework, to talk about some 
of the things that I would usually like to talk about anyway. I’m slightly wary that I’ve done two or 
three albums where they’ve had quite an obvious and strong central concept. But actually, the stories 
here are quite disparate, and much less linked together, so the idea of presenting them as such is a nice 
contradiction. At least three or four of them are as direct as the stuff on 2020. It’s just it might be from 
the point-of-view of a plant or a botanist from the early nineteen-hundreds.”  
  
Henki’s opening number is about the first land-based vascular plant and the research into it undertaken 
by Isobel Cookson (1893-1973). When Dawson sings about characters from the past, he sometimes 
feels he is transported back to their times. In evoking Cookson’s spirit, Dawson wondered whether she 
had travelled back herself, however briefly, to a time before there were any plants on earth.  
  
Elsewhere, the lyrics for ‘Ivy’ amalgamates different Greek myths and shifts its narrators to confusing-
yet-immersive effect, a technique reflective of the invasive nature of the vine. ‘Silphium’ concerns a 
plant that was prescribed for various ailments in ancient times, even used as both contraceptive AND 
aphrodisiac. The wealth of the Roman city Cyrene, in what is now Libya, was built on it. When over-
harvesting led to silphium’s extinction, the city fell into decline. Human folly crops up again in 
‘Methuselah’. It is bookended by passages about Donald Currey (1934-2004) who became famous for 
unintentionally felling the planet’s oldest living tree: the very thing he had been seeking.   
  
‘Silene’ is sung from the viewpoint of a 32,000-year-old seed, discovered in permafrost, and germinated 
successfully. With the urgent climate crisis in mind, Dawson felt it was important to write from this 
perspective. “But there’s not a lot to say in human language, so a lot of the stuff is very simple,” he 
adds. “With ‘Silene’, I thought that if I’m writing from the point-of-view of a plant, I wouldn’t be 
talking loads of guff. I’d say very little, if anything.” This could explain why ‘Lily’, the album’s catchy 
lead single, is less directly botanic and more about the ghostly visions experienced by Dawson’s mother 
when she worked as a nurse in Newcastle's Royal Victoria Infirmary.  
  
Henki ends with ‘Pitcher’. Unlike the other songs, the music here was an existing Circle piece, for which 
Dawson wrote new lyrics: “I quite like the feeling that, over the course of the album, it’s like I’m 
gradually getting consumed by Circle. So it seemed appropriate to make it about a carnivorous plant.”  
  
Easily the greatest flora-themed hypno-folk-metal record you’ll hear this year, Henki adds an 
electrifying new chapter to the remarkable story of each act, and marks the beginning of a beautiful 
partnership.  
  
Dawson has been absorbed into Circle’s weird and wonderful vegetation. There is no going back…  


